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floor. If detailed sediment studies were car-
ried out, there would probably be much in-
formation of geomorphic and climatic
significance (Plate 6.11). Underneath the
skylights, rocks and washed-in soil accu-
mulates in mounds. Away from the sky-
lights the sediments are almost as thick,
and may include remobilized entrance or
skylight-facies sediments (moved by animals
or vadose trickles), breakdown, guano,
windblown dust, and possibly chemical
precipitates in the sediment matrix. Beyond
the big dome, the floor climbs steeply over
what appears to be partly a bedrock slope
to 52 m above the entrance and then de-
scends slightly. Beyond the rise, guano de-
posits have accumulated to a depth of at

Plate 6.10 (above). The rear portion of
Ventana Jabalí, showing irregular ceiling
profile, sharp exterior angles, and other water-
filled solution forms. There is at least 10 m of
guano fill.
Plate 6.11 (below). A 5 m sediment section
exposed in a test pit near the entrance of
Ventana Jabalí. There probably is a very
interesting history recorded in the sediments
here and in other caves in the range.

upward about 140 m and is span-
ned by a bedrock natural bridge
about 70 m above the floor (Plates
6.8 and 6.9). The few meters of
overburden above the dome has
collapsed in several places to form
small skylights 153.4 m high. The
phreatic ceiling profile of the cave
is mostly extant, because there has
not been much collapse.

In the front half of the cave,
sediments have accumulated so
that the floor varies only a few
meters in elevation. Mining opera-
tions have removed a large volume
of the fill, up to 7 to 8 m in places,
and have not reached the bedrock

Figure 6.9. Map of Sótano de Escalera.
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